Animal swimmers alter trajectoriesor turn -for a variety of critical life functions such as feeding, mating and avoiding predation. Yet turning represents a fundamental dilemma based in rotational dynamics: the torque powering a turn is favored by an expanded body configuration, yet minimizing the resistance to a turn (the moment of inertia) is favored by a contracted body configuration. How do animals balance these opposing demands to achieve high maneuverability? By noninvasively measuring fluid and body motions, we found that both jellyfish (Aurelia aurita) and fish (Danio rerio) initially maximized torque using previously undescribed, rapid body movements. Both species then minimized resistance to turning by bending their bodies to reduce their moment of inertia. Use of this sequential solution by such distantly related animals as an invertebrate and a vertebrate suggests strong selection for these turning dynamics that may extend to other swimmers and inform future vehicle designs.
MAIN TEXT Introduction
The study of aquatic locomotion has primarily examined the dynamics and energetics of linear, unidirectional swimming (1-14). However, this focus on parameters governing linear, unidirectional swimming obscures a more subtle reality that animals swimming in nature rarely follow simple linear trajectories. Instead, natural animal paths typically involve frequent changes in direction that are mediated by turning maneuvers. The widespread importance of these turning events is evident in the range of models describing circuitous natural animal pathways (15) (16) (17) .
These studies make clear that, from microscopic plankton (18) to humpback whales (19) , swimming animals exhibit predominantly shifting pathways with frequent turns which alter their trajectories. The complexity of animal swimming under natural conditions demonstrates that rotational motions as well as linear translation are fundamental components of animal swimming.
Although central to natural patterns of animal movement, the process of turning entails a fundamental and unaddressed mechanical challenge for animal swimmers. The challenge is one of rotational physics, namely, the same body configurations that maximize the torque for turning also maximize that body's resistance to turning. Specifically, torque increases in direct proportion with the distance from the center of rotation at which locomotive force is applied. For swimming animals, this lever arm is primarily set by the distance of the swimming appendages from the body center of mass. The resistance to turning, which is characterized by the body moment of inertia, increases even more significantly with an increasing lever arm, exhibiting a quadratic dependence (see mathematical treatment in Method). The body moment of inertia has been demonstrated to be a key factor affecting both animal (20, 21) and human (22, 23) angular velocities during turns in air and water. It remains unclear how animal swimmers resolve the conflicting demands of high torque production (i.e. expanded body configuration) with those of low moment of inertia (i.e. contracted body configuration) to achieve high turning performance.
Knowledge of such solutions is important for understanding maneuverability by swimming animals, and successful strategies may potentially inspire high maneuverability in engineered vehicles.
To evaluate this question broadly, we chose two model species with extremely divergent body types, neural organization, and phylogenetic relatedness. The jellyfish Aurelia aurita is a member of the oldest animal group to use muscle fiber-driven swimming and one of the most energetically efficient metazoan swimmers. A. aurita is characterized by a radially symmetrical body plan and a very restricted array of cell types with comparatively simple neurological organization. Scyphomedusae such as A. aurita lack true muscle cells found in other phyla and, instead, rely upon only a thin sheet of striated muscle fibers located within epithelial cells for body movements (24) . In contrast, the zebrafish Danio rerio represents the evolution of a bilaterally symmetrical body plan with comparatively complex skeletal structure and neuromuscular organization characteristic of modern fish species (25) .
Experiments were conducted in transparent laboratory vessels filled with seawater.
Animals were studied swimming individually in the tank in the absence of ambient currents.
Measurements of the flow induced by the animals were non-invasively collected using particle image velocimetry (PIV). A horizontal laser sheet illuminated 10 micron, neutrally-buoyant glass beads suspended in the water. A high-speed camera simultaneously recorded the animal swimming kinematics and the motion of the glass beads. Only sequences in which the animal's symmetry plane coincided with the plane of the laser sheet were used for analysis. The velocity fields measured using PIV were subsequently input to custom algorithms to compute the corresponding pressure fields and forces surrounding the animal (26, 27) , see Methods for further details. Examination of the body shape during the period of transient pressure buildup led to the discovery of a small, rapid shift in the curvature of the animal body immediately preceding the turn for both the jellyfish (1.5 ± 1.0 percent change in curvature, n = 10) and the zebrafish (0.8 ± 0.2 percent, n = 10). Although the amplitude of this initial body bend was small, it occurred over a sufficiently short period of time -a few milliseconds -that the corresponding acceleration of the body was large relative to accelerations during unidirectional swimming. The measured peak accelerations preceding the turn were over 1 m s -2 . This motion was transmitted to the adjacent water via a process known as the acceleration reaction or added-mass effect (28) ( Fig. 2 ).
Results

Jellyfish
Because the water is effectively incompressible, the fluid in contact with the body responded to the high local body acceleration by an increase in the local fluid pressure where the body was advancing (pushing the water), and a decrease in the local pressure where the body surface retreated from the local water (pulling the water with it). When integrated over the full animal body, the pressure field created by the small, asymmetric body bending leads to a large net torque capable of turning the organism toward a new heading. The more pronounced body bending that occusr after the generation of this pressure field does not contribute greatly to torque generation, but does reduce the moment of inertia of the body ( Fig. 3 ; see also Figs. S1 and S2).
Therefore, the body kinematics that follow peak pressure generation enhance the effect of the generated torque by amplifying the resulting angular acceleration so that the body axis rotates rapidly through a turn. This sequence of body kinematics that initially maximizes torque forces and subsequently minimizes the moment of inertia resolves the fundamental competition between these two components of rotational motion during turns. Although the maximum torque generation and minimum moment of inertia do not occur simultaneously ( Fig. 4 ), the inertia of the fluid and of the animal body allows the initial pressure transient to affect subsequent turning dynamics.
Discussion
We observed strikingly similar turning dynamics for both the jellyfish and the zebrafish, despite their substantially different body organization and swimming kinematics ( Figs. 1-3 ). The dynamical importance of the observed pressure fields for both the jellyfish and zebrafish was confirmed by computing the net torque (per meter depth) and area moment of inertia of the body.
For turns of varying net change in heading, the initial pressure pattern created by the animals was nearly constant. The ultimate magnitude of each turning maneuver was instead modulated by changes in body shape that tuned the moment of inertia and thereby controlled the angular acceleration of the body. In all cases, the relationships between pressure measurements and turning kinematics followed a similar sequential pattern ( Fig. 3 for average patterns, details for all replicates in Figs. S1 and S2).).
An essential feature of animal turning by the mechanisms described here is the flexibility of the body, which enables the animal to dynamically redistribute its mass to manipulate the lever arm of the propulsive surfaces used to initiate the turn (e.g. the bell margin of the jellyfish and the caudal fin of the zebrafish) and the body moment of inertia ( Fig. 4 ). For animal swimmers with flexibility and size scales favoring this process, the performance advantages of this turning strategy may select for very similar turning kinematics despite the vastly different animal forms studied here.
While the present results motivate further study of turning in other swimming animals whose locomotion lies between jellyfish and zebrafish, we anticipate that extension of these findings will depend upon scaling factors that influence the size range over which this approach is effective. In the regime of swimming at low Reynolds numbers (Re = ULν -1 , where U and L are the nominal animal swimming speed and size, respectively, and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the water), angular momentum generated during periods of maximum torque would experience rapid viscous dissipation, leaving little remaining angular momentum to complete the turn during the subsequent period of major body bending. For large animals with body lengths on the order of tens of meters, power requirements for rapid body bending may exceed the available muscle capacity. In geometrically similar animals, angular acceleration scales to the -2/3 power of body mass (29) , making it more difficult for large animals to generate the initial pressure transient or to alter their moment of inertia through body rearrangement to increase their angular velocity.
Hence, very large swimmers such as whales may not bend as readily as smaller animal swimmers such as zebrafish. However, the majority of animal swimmers exist within the millimeter to meter size range (30, 31) , in which a time-varying lever arm enabled by body bending would provide favorable performance advantages relative to rigid body turning mechanics.
These observations of a large dynamical impact from small kinematic shifts compel further study of the neuromuscular control of aquatic locomotion and engineered systems that aim to be inspired by animal swimming. In particular, while nature has not converged upon unidirectional locomotion that leverages similar kinematic subtleties as in turning (i.e. steady, straight swimming does not exhibit the small body motions observed here), it might be feasible to achieve net propulsion using such an approach in a robotic system. The pronounced pressure fields observed presently in the jellyfish and zebrafish are incompatible with unidirectional translation, as they achieve high net torque but low net force due to the balance of high and low pressure on either side of the animal. However, it is conceivable that modified kinematics could result in net propulsive force. Perhaps the greatest import of these turning mechanics lie with potential vehicle maneuvering performance. Animals swimmers are characterized by rotational velocities that are substantially higher than rigid human designed vehicles and consequently, have much higher turning rates (32) . The underlying mechanics of turning by animal swimmers may provide a useful blueprint for more maneuverable vehicle designs employing soft materials (33) . 
Materials and Methods
Animals and imaging
The zebrafish (Danio rerio) used in this study were adults acquired from the Zebrafish Single, representative animals (n = 6) were recorded while freely swimming in a 0.3 x 0.1 x 0.25 m glass vessel, using methods reported previously 11 .
Particle image velocimetry (PIV)
We used high- MATLAB codes for force and torque calculations similar to those conducted presently as well as the segment-making methods are available on Github (https://github.com/kelseynlucas) and have been validated in earlier work (26) .
Turning equations of motion
The mass moment of inertia of a body is a measure of how its mass is distributed relative to a reference axis, often taken as the geometric centroid. It is given by
where V is the region occupied by the body mass, and r is the distance of each infinitesimal portion of body mass from the reference axis. In the present case, this mass moment of inertia was approximated using the area moment of inertia, which is a measure of how the body area in a cross section is distributed relative to the reference axis:
where A is the region occupied by a two-dimensional cross-section of the body. The cross-section in the present measurements was the body symmetry plane illuminated by the laser sheet during PIV measurements. The area moment of inertia (henceforth called the moment of inertia for brevity) was calculated using a custom program in MATLAB as described in the following section.
The torque exerted on a body is related to changes to both its angular motion and its moment of inertia by the following relation:
where ω is the angular velocity of the body. The first term of the summation incorporates the rate of change of angular velocity, i.e. the angular acceleration. The second term depends on the change in the moment of inertia, i.e. changes in body shape or mass. As illustrated in comparison of Fig. 3a-c with Fig. 3d-f , different temporal trends of I, ω, and their time-derivatives can be consistent with the measured net torque via application of equation (3).
Moment of inertia and angular velocity measurements
Calculations of the moment of inertia for turning sequences used the same smoothed animal body outlines automatically detected for pressure and torque calculation. A separate custom MATLAB algorithm subsequently calculated the moment of area for each image. Their bodies were partitioned as for the force and torque measurements above, with each of segment of area ai having a centroid located at distance ri from the whole body centroid. The area moment of inertia for each frame p was then calculated as: Fig. S1 : Turning parameters for medusa (Aurelia aurita) executing turns of different magnitude. . Data for each replicate turn was divided into a uniform number of sample intervals and each variable (time, area moment of inertia, angular velocity and torque) was normalized by the highest value of each replicate sequence so that all variables could be expressed in dimensionless form with a maximum value of 1. Vertical dashed black line represents the time of peak torque production. Solid colored curves represent the mean value and dashed lines represent one standard deviation above or below the mean for each sample interval. Note that peak values do not always reach 1 because they are averages of all the turns and not all the peak values occurred in the same time interval for every turn. The original, non-normalized data for each individual replicate are displayed in Fig. S1 (jellyfish) and Fig. S2 (zebrafish) . Danio rerio) . Arrows for each axis represent increasing magnitude for that variable. A turn is initiated by a subtle body bend which builds torque before the animal turns (changes heading). After peak torque production, the animal bends its body more radically to minimize its moment of inertia (MOI). This decreases the body's resistance to rotational motion while increasing angular velocity and turning the animal. The turning sequence ends as negative torque brakes the turning rotation when the body returns to its extended configuration with high moment of inertia and low angular velocity. 
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